The Squids® 3101F(x) Tool Lanyard features a single stainless-steel auto-locking carabiner with captive eye on one end and a loop on the other end to tether tools up to 15lb / 6.8kg and prevent falling objects on the job. If a drop occurs, the patented design reduces force on the body or anchor point by absorbing the energy transmitted through the lanyard. This tool tether is third-party certified to 15lb / 6.8kg maximum capacity and meets the ANSI/ISEA 121-2018 standard.

Features

- MEETS ANSI/ISEA 121-2018 – Third-party certified to a 15lb / 6.8kg maximum working capacity with a 2:1 safety factor
- SHOCK-ABSORBING DESIGN – Reduces force on the body or anchor point if drop occurs
- STRETCHY, DURABLE ELASTIC BLEND – 1680-denier polyester elastic-blended webbing extends from 38-48in / 96-122cm
- LOW-PROFILE & LIGHTWEIGHT – Reduces snag hazards and added weight
- TREADED LOOP END – Gripping material securely attaches to large tools or structures
- CARABINER END – #304 stainless steel auto-locking carabiner
- CAPTIVE EYE DESIGN – Design keeps lanyard body from becoming disconnected from carabiner
- SINGLE-LENGTH CONSTRUCTION – Eliminates weak points seen with multi-component lanyards

Application

- Construction
- Telecommunications
- Oil and gas
- Power generation
- Utilities
- Wind energy
- Manufacturing
- Other jobs at heights

Get full product info, images, videos and more at ergodyne.com